
EQUITAILS INSTALLATION

INSTRUCTIONS
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Recommended- hair clips and hair band
Needed- rubber bands, mane brush, comb(rat-tail comb recommended)

Tools

I recommend to part your horse's natural tail hair horizontally across the tailbone
for a good fit (Note: that the Equitail can also be installed below the tailbone).
Create a parted section that can hold the weight of the Equitail as seen in the
photo. Above your parted section, you will want to have a decent amount of natural
hair to cover the top of the hair piece, this will give it a seamless look. 

Twist, band or braid the top area of your horse's natural hair to keep it out of your
way during installation. 

Now you are ready to install the Equitail! After you remove your Equitail for the
packaging, you will notice that it comes in two twisted sections. Make sure you
install Equitail with the elastic mechanism facing you. Ensure that the Equitail
mechanism is expanded to reveal four rectangular open slots. Lay the Equitail slots
over the created section of your horse’s natural hair. Divide the section of your
horses natural hair into four corresponding sections and pull all four sections
through the Equitail slots. 

Rubber band the sections of natural hair together over the cords on the Equitail. It
is recommended to rubber band two sections together over the elastic cord.
Tighten the rubber band's grip around your horse's natural hair. Now you can pull
the cord locks up to tighten your Equitail. This will help hide your Equitail
connection and mechanism. 



Afterwards it is recommended to rubber band the two sections together to create
one section. Now untwist your Equitail and gently brush it before you mix it with
your horse's natural tail hair. After Equitail is brushed blend it with natural hair and
style as desired. 

For removal
-Part the Equitail to reveal the rubber banded sections of your horse's natural hair.
To keep your removal neat and tangle free, it is recommended to re-twist your hair
piece like it arrived and clip out of the way. I would recommend a seam ripper to
remove the rubber bands. 

Please be safe and mindful as you use any sharp tool near your equine pal. Now
cut your rubber bands from your horse's natural hair and gently pull off your hair
piece. It is recommended to re-twist your Equitail after removal.
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